
Discussion Ideas for Antigone 

(plan A -according to the syllabus) 
 

 

Friday, Oct 4:  

Background information on Sophocles: (study guide)  

 

Tradition of the Greek Tragedy: (study guide)  

 

The Tragic Hero:(study guide)  

Oedipus as a tragic hero  

 

The Theban Legend: (study guide)  

Review the events that precede the opening of the play, Antigone,  

 

Oedipus and Jocasta (his mother) had four children together:  

Antigone, Ismene, Eteocles and Polynices  

Upon learning he has murdered his father and married his mother, Oedipus blinds himself and 

calls upon Creon to send him into exile. He surrenders his throne to his two sons, to serve in 

alternating years. When Eteocles refuses to yield the throne to Polynieces after one year, 

Polynieces attempts to take the throne by force. The two kill each  other leaving Creon as King. 

Creon, seeing Polynieces as a traitor to the state, refuses proper burial rights for him.  

  

Discussion questions:  

Is Polynieces really a traitor? When Eteocles refused to yield tile throne did he not have 

the right to take it by force?  

  

Man’s law versus divine law:  

Choose some current day topic in which man’s law and divine law may be viewed in opposition, 

(Euthanasia (legalized in Holland in 2001), abortion, charges of manslaughter or child abuse for 

parents who deny medical treatment to a child for religious reasons).  

What is done by those who feel that man’s law is invalid? (Attempts at public education, formal 

protest, direct action, etc,)  

 

Monday, Oct 7:  

The main characters:  

Have students describe the characters in terms of personality and perceived appearance. One idea 

is to pretend they are casting a current day film version of Antigone. Who would be cast in each 

of the major roles. “Why?  

Antigone:  

Ismene:  

Creon: 

Haemon:  

 
 
 



Role of Women  

 

Have students characterize the role of women in the play from the viewpoints of the characters. 

Find excerpts from the text to support the characterization.  

 

Ismene: “Remember we are women, we’re not born to contend with men...” (page 62) 

  

Creon: “While I’m .alive, no woman is going to lord it over me.” (page 86)  

Creon: “Absolutely: there are other fields for him to plow.” (page 89)  

Creon: “That’s what a man prays for: to produce good sons--”(page93)  

Creon:” Better to fall from power, if fall we must, at the hands of a man--never be rated inferior 

to a woman, never.” (page 94)  

Haemon: “No, it’s no disgrace for a man, even a wise man, to learn many things and not to be 

too rigid.” (page 96)  

Creon: “Don’t flatter me with Father—you woman’s slave!” (page 99)  

 

Man’s law versus divine law:  

Discuss the conflict of Antigone’s desire to follow divine law in buryng her brother. How do  

Antigone’s beliefs and actions differ from those of her sister Ismene?  

 

Antigone: “Of course I did. It wasn’t Zeus, not in the least, who made this proclamation - not to 

me. Nor did that Justice, dwelling with the gods beneath the earth, ordain such laws for men- Nor 

did I think your edict had such force that you a mere mortal, could override the gods, the great 

unwritten, unshakable traditions...”(page82)  

Creon: “But that man the city places in authority, his orders must be obeyed, large and small, 

right and wrong.” (page94)  

Haemon: “Protect your rights, when you trample down the honors of the gods?” (page 98) ,  

 

Tireseas the seer:  

Who is Tireseas? Why is his character important? (page 110-115) (It is Tireseas that tells Creon 

that the gods will punish him and the city if he does not reverse his course.) 

  

“And it is you--your high resolve that sets this plague on  

Thebes. The public altars and sacred hearths are fouled. ..And so the gods are deaf to our prayers, 

they spurn the offerings in our hands. .” (page 111)  

  

Discuss the consequences of Creon’s actions and failure to back down. Does he “win” in his 

conflict with Antigone? Why or why not?  

 

Monday, Oct. 7:  

Man’s law versus divine law:  

Discuss the conflict of Antigone’s desire to follow divine law in burying her brother.  

 

Antigone: “Of course I did. It wasn’t Zeus, not in the least, who made this proclamation - not to 

me. Nor did that Justice, dwelling with the gods beneath the earth, ordain such laws for men. Nor 



did I think your edict had such force that you a mere mortal, could override the gods, the great 

unwritten, unshakable traditions.” (page82)  

 

Creon: “That’s right - so let her cry for mercy, sing her hymns to Zeus who defends all bonds of 

kindred blood. Why, if I bring up my own kin to be rebels, think of what I’d suffer from the 

world at large.”   

“But that man the city places in authority, his orders must be obeyed, large and small, right and 

wrong.” (page94)  

 

Haemon: “But it’s for me to catch the murmurs in the dark, the way the city mourns for this 

young girl. “No woman,” they say, “ever deserved death less, and such a brutal death for such a 

glorious action... Death? She deserves a glowing crown of gold!” (page95)  

 

Haemon: “Protect your rights, when you trample down the honors of the gods?” (page 98)  

 

Man’s law versus divine law:  

How do Antigone’s beliefs and actions differ from those of her sister Ismene?  

Choose some current day topic in which man’s law and divine law maybe viewed in opposition. 

(Euthanasia (legalized in Holland in 2001), abortion, charges of manslaughter or child abuse for 

parents who deny medical treatment to a child for religious reasons).  

What is done by those who feel that man’s law IS invalid? (Attempts at public education, formal 

protest, direct action, etc.)  

 

Tireseas the seer:  

Who is Tireseas? Why is his character important? (Page 110-115) (Ii is Tireseas that tells Creon 

that the gods will punish him and the city if he does not reverse his course.)  

 

“And it is you--your high resolve that sets this plague on  

Thebes. The public altars and sacred hearths are fouled. And so the gods are deaf to our “prayers, 

they spurn the offerings in our hands on (page 111)  

 

Discuss the consequences of Creon’s actions and failure to back down. Does he “win” in his 

conflict with Antigone? Why or why not?  

 

Role of the chorus: Ask students what purpose the chorus serves in the play? (Pages 65, 76, 91, 

101-104, 108, 118, 128)  

 

Discussion Ideas for Antigone - Plan B  

(AssigT1. Study Guide and pages 59-100 for Friday. Pages 101-128 and introduction for 

Monday)  

 

Friday, Oct 4:  

Tradition of the Greek Tragedy: (study guide)  

 

The Theban Legend: (study guide)  

Review the events that precede the opening of the play, Antigone.  



Oedipus and Jocasta (his mother) had four children together: Antigone, Ismene, Eteocles and 

Polynices. Upon learning he has murdered his father and married his mother, Oedipus blinds 

himself and calls upon Creon to send him into exile. He surrenders his throne to his two sons, to 

serve in alternating years. When Eteocles refuses to yield the throne to Polynieces after one 

year, Polynieces attempts to take the throne by force. The two kill each other leaving Creon as 

King. Creon, seeing Polineices as a traitor to the state, refuses proper burial rights for him.  

 

The Tragic Hero: (study guide)  

Discuss Antigone as the tragic hero (her tragic flaw?)  

Discuss alternatively, Creon as the tragic hero (his tragic flaw?)  

 

The main characters: 

Have students describe the characters in terms of personality and perceived appearance. One idea 

is to pretend they are casting a current day film version of Antigone. Who would be cast in each 

of the major roles. Why?  

Antigone:  

Ismene:  

Creon:  

Haemon:  

 

Role of Women  

 

Have students characterize the role of women in the play from the viewpoints of the characters. 

Find excerpts from the text to support the characterization.  

 

Ismene: “Remember we are women, we’re not born to contend with men...” (page 62) 

  

Creon: “While I’m .alive, no woman is going to lord it over me.” (page 86)  

Creon: “Absolutely: there are other fields for him to plow.” (page 89)  

Creon: “That’s what a man prays for: to produce good sons--”(page93)  

Creon:” Better to fall from power, if fall we must, at the hands of a man--never be rated inferior 

to a woman, never.” (page 94)  

Haemon: “No, it’s no disgrace for a man, even a wise man, to learn many things and not to be 

too rigid.” (page 96)  

Creon: “Don’t flatter me with Father—you woman’s slave!” (page 99)  

 

 


